MEXICO

We celebrated the International Childhood Cancer Day on the 19th of February 2012 in Mexico City. After a few “cold” days, we had beautiful weather, and the trees gave us shelter from the sun.

Families were invited from 9am to 2pm. Registration started at 9am, and our Commemoration Speech was at 11am, with the presence of some people from the government.

We were very happy to see many children, now carrying their own healthy children in their arms, or having more than one child! We gave them a lunch box as always, which was deliciously prepared, thanks to our volunteers.

We also had the presence of 9 of the best universities, which makes the event very appealing to the children and teens, because each university presents a different workshop, where all families can participate. We had a presence in Mexico City of about 500 people, and in the different states they also had their ICCD.
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